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ABSTRACT 
Lung cancer is the most common cancer in both genders across the world.In this paper, we apply Data mining techniques for 

diagnosis of lung cancer. These techniques can help to predict the patient’s stage of cancer and guide physician to plan a suitable 

treatment. Early detection of lung cancer can reduce the death rate dramatically. Surgery biopsy is an early medical approach used 

for lung cancer diagnosis. A sample of tissue from the patient is taken through surgery biopsy and examined. But this process takes 

lots of time and puts patient’s health at risk.Here the correlation between the clinical dataset and pathological dataset is 

discovered using data mining techniques.In the proposed system we implement a Frequent Pattern-Growth (FP-Growth) 

algorithm on the lung cancer dataset for efficient early prediction of lung cancer disease. We use FP-Growth algorithmin 

Association Rule Miningto conclude the patterns frequently found in benign. We use Decision tree for classification to extract 

attributes with valid data and compare with factors affecting lung cancer. Previously Apriori algorithm is used in association 

mining. The memory and execution time is compared between these two algorithms. The hotspot is identified. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

At the recent world increasing a pollution and abnormal human habits all men and women faces a lung 
cancer and is a one of the leading disease in cancer.  The increase of medical technology can make the affected 
person cure and predict the disease. There is a lot of Money and organic wastages are increased on testing the 
affected tissue. There are several data mining techniques are involved in the predicting these results of cancer by 
optimizing the lung cancer dataset. In the previous there is Apriori based association rule mining algorithm is 
involved in mining to predict the cancer results. In which the correlation is found between the pathology and 
clinical dataset to make a report. This Apriori based mining technique takes a hung memory on mining and 
candidate generation lead to slow in their process. Here we apply FP-Growth algorithm for association rule 
mining. 

 
2. Literature Survey: 

Yang H. and Chen Y.P [11] proposed that data mining techniques can be applied for cancer diagnosis. They 
focus on clinical information and to replace pathology report and demonstrated the feasibility of applying the 
clinical information. Identify lung cancer using clinical information without surgery Apriori algorithm is one 
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association rule mining algorithm. Apriori algorithm is used to reduce computational effort.Data mining 
techniques used to find correlation between clinical and pathological report. 

Han et al [7] proposed a novel frequent –pattern tree structure called Frequent Pattern growth algorithm. 
Efficiency is achieved with the help of the following techniques. FP tree is promising association algorithm. The 
largest database is compressed into a smaller FP-tree. 

FP-tree-based mining uses a pattern fragment growth method to overcome the costly generation of a large 
number of candidate sets. Divide-and-conquer method is used to break down the mining task into a set of 
smaller tasks for mining patterns which dramatically reduces the search space. 

Hunyadi [9] compared the performance between apriori and FP-Growth algorithms. He presented the 
statistical interpretation of results. Described apriori and FP-Growth algorithm for generating association 
rules.Apriori algorithm applies breadth-first search approach. If the candidate itemsets is too large to retain in 
main memory, the generation procedure stops. The FP-Growth algorithm uses new data structure named FP-
tree. FP-tree structure is a compressed copy of data which are in memory. All frequent itemsets can be obtained. 
Statistical interpretations of results shows that FP-Growth algorithm can be applied to lager data set FP-Growth 
generate more frequent itemsets than the apriori algorithm. 

Agrawal, A., and Choudhary, A [1] proposed hotspot algorithm to identify hotspots using association rule 
mining techniques. The redundant rules are removed using a 2-stage semi-manual procedure. The factors 
affecting patient survival are identified. HotSpot Algorithm uses greedy approach to the construct tree of rules in 
depth-first fashion. Improve better understanding of the risks involved in a particular treatment procedure. 
 
Existing System: 

The clinical and pathological reports are collected. These reports are preprocessed. The Preprocessing steps 
are carried out to remove duple data’s and to provide omitted values. Edge and Compton [4] proposed TNM 
staging.The pathological attributes are defined based on TNM staging. The decision tree is used to extract the 
attributes with valid values.After preprocessing six attributes were retained namely ‘Gender’,’ Age’, ‘Race 
reformed smoker’, ‘Length of smoking’ and ‘Pack-year’. The Pathological datasets are categorized according to 
TNM staging. The clinical attributes are further categorized. For association rule mining apriori algorithm is 
used. Ferlay et al [5] proposed apriori algorithm. It is used to minimize the computational effort. The apriori 
algorithm identifies the frequent itemsets in the database. The steps involved in theapriori algorithm are 

1. Scan the overall database once to get single pattern. 
2. Arrange the variable sets in ascending order. The length (n+1) candidate can be generated from length 

n. 
3. Verify the candidate against the database. 
4. Exit when no more candidates can be generated. 
For rule selection two methods are used, namely support-then-confidence–then-lift and confidence-then-

lift-then-support. The rules are evaluated through Record matching percentage and Accuracy percentage. 
 
Proposed System: 

The various data mining techniques used are discussed below. The System overview is shown in Fig.1. 
 
4.1 Data Preprocessing: 

 The clinical and pathological reports are collected from the TCGA web portal. Each report contains 
TCGA-ID that represents the identity of the patient. The pathology reports are preprocessed. Based on TNM 
staging three attributes are defined, namely ‘T’ represent the size of the tumour,’N’ represent that cancer has 
spread to lymph nodes and ‘M’ represent metastasis has occurred. Save these attributes with valid values in SQL 
database. 
 
4.2 Decision tree classification: 

Decision tree Kharya [10] is used to extract attributes and compare with the risk factor for developing 
cancer. It is a flow chart like structure which is used for classification. It can also be represented as if-then rules. 
In the decision tree the interior node represents the test and the leaf represent the decision taken. The path from 
root to leaf represents the rules. The clinical report contains patient information. It contains several attributes 
with valid values. The data are loaded at a one at a time. The attributes in the data are extracted using decision 
tree. If the attributes contain a credible value, then it is stored in the database. On the other way the attribute is 
ignored. Finally, six attributes with credible values are retained namely ‘Gender’,’ Age’, ‘Race reformed 
smoker’, ‘Length of smoking’ and ‘Pack-year’ Borgelt [2]. Save it in a SQL database. 
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Fig. 1: System Overview. 
 
4.3 Rules Extraction: 

The clinical and pathological reports both contain a specific TCGA-ID attribute.The pathology reports are 
classified according to TNM staging. The attribute ‘T’ was further classified as ‘T1’ that represent the tumour 
size is less than 3cm, T2 that represent thetumour size intermediate to 3 and 7cm,T3 that represent tumour size 
larger than 7cm,T4 that representtumour of any extent. The attribute ‘N’ was further classified as ‘N0’ that 
represent cancer is not found in lymph node, ‘N1’ that represent cancer is present in the lymph node, ‘N2’ that 
represents cancer is  present in the lymph node in the center of the chest, ‘NX’ that represent cancer in the 
lymph node cannot be detected. The attribute ‘M’ was further classified as ‘M0’ that represent distant metastasis 
is not found, ‘M1’that represent distant metastasis is found, ‘MX’ that distant metastasis cannot be detected. 

The clinical reports are classified. The attribute Fruh et al [6] gender was classified as ‘XY’ represent male, 
’XX’represent female. Age is given in terms of days. The attribute ‘age’ was further classified as ‘A1’ that 
represent age less than 23.725,’A2’ that represent age between 25,550 and 23,725, ‘A3’ that represent age 
greater than 25,550. The attribute ‘race’ was further classified as ‘R1’ represents Asian, ‘R2’ that represents 
Black/Africa American,’R3’ that represent white. The attribute ‘Reformed smoker’ was further classified as 
‘Ref0 ’that represent never smoked, ‘Ref1’ that represent reformed year less than or equal to 15,’Ref2’ that 
represent reformed year greater than 15 years. The attribute ‘Length of smoking’ was further classified as ‘L0 
’that represent smoking year equal to 0, ‘L1’ that represents smoking year less than or equal to 26.46,’Ref2’ that 
represent smoking year greater than 26.46 years. The attribute ‘Pack-year’ was further classified as ‘P0 ’that 
represent pack year equal to 0, ‘P1’ that represents pack year less than or equal to 39.06, ’Ref2’ that represent 
smoking year greater than 39.06 years. The attribute description is shown in Fig.2. 

 

 
 
Fig. 2: Input for association rule mining 
 
FP-Growth Algorithm: 

The association rule mining Chen and Chen [3] is powerful attribute mining method. For association rule 
mining FP-Growth algorithm is used. The steps are as follows. 

1. Construct FP tree. 
2. Scan the entire database once, find the frequent itemsets and arrange them in decreasing order. 
The frequent pattern identified is shown in Fig.3. 
 

Collecting 
datasets 

Data 
Preprocessing 

Load into database 

Rules Extraction Rules Selection Prediction Result 
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Fig. 3: Frequent pattern discovery 
 
Pseudo code: 

Input:D,minsup,K⊆ I 
Output: F[K] 
F[K]={}; 
forall i∈ I in D 
{ 
F[K]=F[K] ∪{K ∪ {�}}; 
Di={} 
G={}; 
forall k∈ I in D such that k> I 
If(support (K∪ {�, �}) ≥ 
����) 
G=G∪ {�}; 
forall (tid,Y)∈D with i∈Y 
Di=Di∪ {����, � ∩ �)}; 

Compute F[K∪ {�}]; 
F[K]=F[K] ∪ ��� ∪ {�}]; 
} 
The association rules are verified using support, confidence and lift. The left hand side of the rule contains 

the pathological attribute. 
Support is given by 

S(A)=the proposition of D which contains variable A,S(A) is the support of A                                                (1)  
Confidence is given by 

C(A→B)=��� ∪ �) ���)⁄ ,C(A→B) indicates the proportion of A also contain B       (2)  
Lift indicates the relationship between two events and is given by 

L(A→B)=��� ∪ �) ���) × ���)⁄ .                                            (3) 
The rules that are selected are called potential rules. 

 
4.4 Rules Selection: 

The rules are of the pattern Aj=P(v) where A is the attribute with size j and P(v) is the pathological attribute.  
The rules that satisfy the minimum support,confidence and lift are selected. Two techniques are used for rule 
selection, namely support-then-confidence–then-lift (SCL) and confidence-then-lift-then-support (CLS)Hippet 
all [8]. 
 
4.5 Rules Evaluation: 

The rules are evaluated by two approaches, namely record matching percentage and Accuracy percentage. 
The record matching (RM%) percentage is given as follows 

RM%=
��� !"#�!$%&'(#)"$()"*�("�(+',!-,"%

��� ".',-'("$!"#�!$%
                             (4) 
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The Accuracy (Acc%) percentage is given as follows 

Acc%=
�� �  #�!!"#( !"#�!$% *!"$+#(+��

�� �  !"#�!$% &'(#)"$ ()" *�("�(+', !-,"%
                         (5) 

Using SCL approach can match more records. This is shown in Fig.4. Using CLS approach can get higher 
accuracy. This is shown in Fig.5. 

 

 
 
Fig. 4: Record matching percentage. 

 

 
 
Fig. 5: Accuracy Percentage 
 
5.Comparative Study: 

The execution time is compared between the apriori and FP Growth algorithm. 
It shows that FP-Growth executes faster than apriori algorithm. This is shown in Fig.6. 
 

 
 
Fig. 6: Comparison of Execution Time between two algorithm 

 
Conclusion: 

Thus, in this paper lung cancer is identified using an efficient association rule mining algorithm. It has been 
proved that by using FP-Growth algorithm execution time is faster when compared apriori algorithm.Thus the 
proposed framework Provides vision for the lung cancer diagnosis. 
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